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I

The strings which correspond to the circled pitches are to be prepared with dimes. These notes on the piano have three strings per note, so the dime may be wedged between the three strings. The pitches created will be lower than the written pitch. The target created pitches for d, e# and f# are a, c# and d respectively. The dimes may be adjusted along the length of the string to achieve these target pitches.

The strings which correspond to these circled pitches (which are an octave above where written) should be prepared with the rubber insulation of a wire. The insulation should be stripped from the wire and then a cut must be length-wise along one side of the remaining insulating tube. These tubes will be wrapped around each of the three strings which create these pitches. The target pitches for c, e, and f are a, c# and d respectively. The pitches may be adjusted by altering the length of the insulation added to the strings, but these pitches may be slightly out of tune to create a more abstract prepared sound.

II

All notes which have a harmonic notehead are to be prepared with rubber bands. The rubber bands should be folded and wedged between the strings at the octave harmonic node, so that when the note is played, the harmonic an octave above sounds.
In this movement, the harmonics should be achieved by the player touching the string itself with his finger. The held note with the 'x'-shaped note head should be used to play the note while the player adjusts his finger until he finds the target harmonic, and diamond-shaped note heads should be played as normal notes in rhythm while sounding the targeted harmonic. Because of the demand of reaching into the piano and touching the nodes on the string, this piece may be impossible on a full grand piano, and a baby grand piano is recommended.

The improvisation at the beginning of this movement is to be done with a broken rubber band tied to a washer. Many unique sounds may be created by snapping the rubber band against the strings, dragging the washer on the strings, allowing the suspended washer to rattle against a vibrating string etc.

All notes in the fourth movement are prepared sounds. The lowest four notes (which are an octave below where written) will be prepared with rattling sounds. The low Ab will be prepared with tiny hollow cylindrical metal pieces. The Bb should be prepared by hanging a few picture frame hooks from the strings. The Cb is prepared with a few screws appropriately sized to not fall through the strings, and the Db will be prepared with a screws and washers, the screws are wedged between the strings and the washers, placed on the screws are allowed to rattle. The lowest D of the piano should be prepared with about one dozen question mark hooks hanging from the single string. Middle C should be prepared by wedging a razor blade (a coin may be substituted) in the strings. The Bb above should be prepared with tiny metal clips clipped on to the strings, and the C above this should be prepared with enough screws wedged in the strings that a dead (hardly resonant) sound is created.

With brief breaks between movements, this piece will be approximately 5 minutes long.